
Have you ever wondered how WEF climate change carbon taxes, WHO public health
tyranny and other global initiatives came to Canada?

Over decades Canada was restructured to fit within a framework of global tyranny, ideas created
at those organizations, laws within countries like Canada were changed and added to, to fit
within that framework.

Stephan Harper called that loss of Canadian sovereignty/independence “Enlightened
Sovereignty.”

- Shown is year certain global organizations were established, Canadian politicians aligned
and/or signed onto that organization (not necessarily the same year)

- United Nations, World Economic Forum, World Health Organization, World Bankers, didn’t
take over Canada, Canadian politicians voluntarily signed onto, changed and/or created
Canadian law to fit within a global framework leading to the New World Order

- United Nations; Paris Accord, Sustainable Development, Agenda 2021, 2030, 2045, The Great
Reset, all the same, different brand name, drafted many decades ago, Canadian laws began
changing decades ago to fit within that

- Canada was never created to honour the people of Canada and God above the
Monarchy/Crown/global elites

(All links of evidence provided, either in this text or in link below to a live document)

Structure of New World Order:

- World Bankers; World Bank to central banks of Nations
- Oligarchs; those who control Media, Big Tech, Big Pharma, lobby politicians
- Club of Rome; highest level global elites can be identified
- Bilderberg; highest level Canadian politicians attend
- Trilateral Commission; governance branch, influence governments
- United Nations; Nations come together to adopt or not adopt ideas
- World Economic Forum; operational branch, climate change agenda
- World Health Organization; operational branch, public health

Global elites control both the mainstream and independent media in Canada, as well as social
media. With Bill S 210, being brought forward by Conservatives, now passing second reading,
concern from anti-censorship lobbyists is this is the final stage of iron fisted Canadian internet
censorship; podcast citizen led true independent media, accessing the internet itself, Digital ID,
facial recognition will be required.

Canada’s History;

1945, International Monetary Fund (IMF), financial agency of the United Nations

1948, World Health Organization; on forming the United Nations in 1945, discussion was to form
a global health organization. WHO’s Constitution came into force, gaining governing ties to

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
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https://www.who.int/about/history


Western public health organizations

1954, Bilderberg Group; attended by Prime Ministers liberal Pierre Elliott Trudeau, Liberal Lester
B. Pearson, conservative Stephan Harper, Liberal Jean Chrétien, Liberal Paul Martin, Liberal
Minister Bill Morneau, former Alberta Premier and CCPC Minister Jason Kenney, former Alberta
PC Premier Alison Redford, former Saskatchewan Premier Brad Wall, former Premier Ontario
Mike Harris, former Premier BC Gordon Campbell, former Premier New Brunswick Bernard
Lord, former Premier New Brunswick Frank McKenna, former Harper Chief of Staff Nigel S.
Wright, Canadian media mogul Conrad Black.

1968, Club of Rome; sponsored by Prime minister Pierre Trudeau to draft a plan to prevent a
global Limits to Growth crisis. COR, Trudeau, Al Gore; where the Climate Change taxpayer
funded agenda was created.

1974, Bank of International Settlements, Pierre Trudeau signs Canada, losing Bank of Canada
sovereignty

1971, World Economic Forum. Klaus Schwab, a German economics professor had a bright
idea. Over the years, WEF was attended by Justin Trudeau, Stephen Harper, Michelle Rempel,
Chrystia Freeland, many Conservatives, Liberals, other Canadian politicians, corporate leaders,
bankers, academics

1973; Trilateral Commission; David Rockefeller (close friend of Maurice Strong) forms
Commission to, “foster a New International Economic Order.” Former Governor of Bank of
Canada and Bank of England, Mark Carney is a longstanding contributing member.

1973, WEF partners with Club of Rome, providing the vehicle for the climate change agenda;
Davos Reset: New Manifesto Issued for World Economic.

1988, International Panel of Climate Change, IPCC; co-established by Alberta Oilman Maurice
Strong, merging the World Meteorological Organization and United Nations Environment
Program

1992, United Nations Sustainable Development, climate change agenda, Convention on
Climate Change at Rio's Earth Summit. Conservative Prime Minister Brian Mulroney
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2002 AB Conservatives; Climate Change Taking Action; reduce carbon emissions 50% by 2020

2003 AB Conservative; Climate Change Emissions Management Act; bringing emissions targets
into law

2007, World Health Organization IHR, International Health Regulations, binding law, Stephen
Harper; voluntarily signs on Canada, all Provinces

2007: Alberta PC’s, amend “legislation and new regulations required facilities emitting more
than 100,000 tonnes of carbon per year to reduce their emissions by 12 per cent. Companies
that failed to reach that emissions target paid $15 a tonne into a new climate change fund.
Critics in heavy industry called it a carbon tax.”

2009, Alberta PCs, “Climate Change and Emissions Management Corporation was formed to
decide how best to spend the millions of dollars paid by companies whose emissions exceeded
provincial limits. The money was invested in green energy production, conservation and energy
efficiency and carbon capture projects.”

2009, Canada Sustainable Development Act, further binding foundation of United Nations
Sustainable Development came to Canada by Stephen Harper and Conservative Government,
including MPs Pierre Poilievre and Brian Jean, the former Alberta Wildrose Independence Party
leader

2010-2015, Canada’s WEF involvement continues, Stephen Harper sends Conservative
“Ministers to lead several sessions related to the WEF’s theme: The New Global Context.”

2010, UNDRIP; United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Stephen
Harper, Conservative government endorse, Alberta Conservative MP, Chief Wilton Littlechild
was a member of the 1977 Indigenous delegation to the United Nations, working on the
UNDRIP.

2010, Alberta Land Stewardship Act, Alberta Progressive Conservative Government bring into
law

2014, World Economic Forum Alberta session, first ‘energy and climate change’ meeting,
brought to Alberta by Alberta PC Government under leadership of Allison Redford and Wildrose
Party under leadership of Danielle Smith

2015, WEF/United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Stephen Harper, Pierre
Poilievre, Conservative Government, bring final stage of foundation

2015, Stephen Harper commits fossil-fuel rich Canada to “end all production and use of
carbon-based energy.”

2015, Alberta connection to global Architect; Alberta Premier Kenney’s Chief of Staff, Jamie
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Huckabay, worked with Joseph Stiglitz, former senior advisor to President Bill Clinton, co-chair
of the The High-Level Commission on Carbon Prices, with the WEF since 1995, IPCC, former
Chief economist at World Bank

2016, AB NDP; Oil Sands Emissions Limit Act; capping carbon emissions on Oil Sands, this
limited future production, killing investment

2016, Canadian Liberal government announce federal carbon tax.

2018, Canada joined United Nations member states, adopting a new negotiated agreement on
international migration, brought forward by Justin Trudeau Liberals.

2019, WEF Alberta Carbon Capture, Carbon Engineering Ltd, WEF supported, funded by
government, sustainability-focused agencies, private investors, including Microsoft founder Bill
Gates and CNRL’s Murray Edwards.

2021, UNDRIP; United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act received
Royal Assent and came into force, Justice Trudeau Liberal government

2021, Alberta UCP asking Ottawa to commit $30-billion in spending or tax incentives over the
next decade to spur the building of large-scale industrial carbon capture projects.

2011 to 2024, Net Zero Carbon Capture; Alberta UCP government spent $1.8 billion, recently
another $1.8 billion dollars to a Dow Chemical expansion project, for their Net Zero carbon
capture component, Canada’s Liberals put in $400 million.

2020, World Health Organization Covid-19 Pandemic begins, WHO referenced in Alberta BILL
24 COVID-19 Pandemic Response Statutes Amendment ACT, 2020; ‘63.1(1) In this section,
COVID-19 means COVID-19 as described or determined by the World Health Organization’.

2022, the Emergencies Act was imposed, Trudeau’s Liberal government advised in enacting
EMA by United Nations appointee, Dr Barbara Perry, expert in conspiracy theories

2022, Alberta UCP Government declare “Alberta’s tax on industrial carbon dioxide emissions
will triple by 2030.”

2022, Canadian National Digital ID trust; ATB Ventures, innovation arm of Alberta-based ATB
Financial, governed by Alberta UCP government, in collaboration with Canadian Bankers
Confederation and World Economic Forum.

2023, Covid-19 Pandemic Orders; Alberta’s highest court, “ruled the infringements that did
occur were "amply and demonstrably justified" under the Charter.

Role of politicians in pandemic restriction decision-making breached Alberta Public Health Act:
Calgary judge; Orders ruled to be in breach because final say over public health given to
elected officials.”
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Justice Romaine ruled that even if the proper decision-making framework was in place,
Albertans' constitutional rights would not have been violated.”

2024, Alberta Public Health Act (PHA) Premier Danielle Smith and the Alberta UCP government
amend the Public Health Act, failing to address medical bureaucratic authority; the amended
PHA, “allows cabinet to reverse or vary any public health decision made by any decision maker
under the act, outside of a declared state of Public Health Emergency.”

“During a declared state of Public Health Emergency: medical officers of health, including the
Chief Medical Officer of Health, retain final decision-making authority for orders impacting a
specific person or persons or a specific public place.”

2024, May; World Health Organization’s International Health Regulations amendments come
into effect, enforcing further, that upon a declared state of public health emergency, or of
‘climate change emergency, or other’, whereas;

“expanding the powers of the WHO Director General to declare Public Health Emergencies,
override the State (Nation’s) Parties themselves.” In other words, Federal and Provincial Chief
Medical Officers of Health of Canada will be ruled directly by the World Health Organization.

The following testimony Vincent Gircys at the Canadian National Citizens Enquiry. 32 year
member Ontario provincial police, trained in forensic investigations, number of commendations
throughout 32 year career, retired with Police Exemplary Service medal:

“The World Economic Forum Canadian leadership members is of concern. Klaus Schwab, the
head of the World Economic Forum, had made a comment that we have penetrated over half of
the cabinet.

The comment had come up once in Parliament, asking the question relative to this connection.
Immediately, an excuse to some microphone related problem. That question has never since
come up, by any party in Canada. It appears that there are members possibly in other political
parties as well, relative to the World Economic Forum”

Organized crime now is very sophisticated and generally those people that are very, very
wealthy with incredible power and access are positioned very well to be very effective criminally.
Is there any evidence to suspect reasonable suspicion of the need to investigate? Potential
criminal conspiracy? Yes we believe there is. Absolutely.”

Vincent Gircys’ testimony Canadian National Citizens Enquiry (Clip)
https://share.icloud.com/photos/01dQxLHMjlz6kfjbNPPQ8kf0A

Through fifty-five years of governments from Pierre Trudeau senior through to Trudeau junior
and all governments in between, Conservative, Liberal, NDP, Bloc Quebecois, restructured
Canadian laws aligned to fit within a New World Order governance structure. Conservative,
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Liberal, NDP, Bloc, UCP, partners in crime; World Health Organization orders, Covid-19
‘pandemic,’ covid ‘vaccine’ injections, MAID, medical assistance in dying, World Economic
Forum climate change, Net Zero, carbon capture, green energy transition, carbon taxpayer
funded fraud, SOGI, Mass Immigration, UNDRIP, National Digital ID, Alberta political prisoners,
etc…

As an Albertan or a Canadian, if you're repeating the political rhetoric that it’s ‘Trudeau, the
Liberal’s, or Harper, the Conservative’s, or Notley/Singh, the NDP’s fault’, do you understand
that you’re contributing to the problem?

Do you understand this issue is deeper than those governments? That parts of the agenda are
embedded in local municipal governments, public health, justice, academia, police, education,
media, corporate - oil and gas even?

If you’d rather not face reality, go ahead and hide, bury your head in the sand, buckle up,
toughen up and hang on though. It’s going to be a rough ride.

Or, do we say enough is enough? God bless those who defend truth, freedom and justice.

******

Below is a more detailed open summary. Links are also embedded throughout.

1. UN Sustainable Development comes to Canada
2. The WEF/UN Agenda comes to Alberta
3. Alberta; WEF, Digital ID, Digital Currency, Central Digital Currency.
4. Taxpayer funded Climate Change agenda.
5. Carbon Capture, Billionaire Lobbyists of our Politicians.
6. UNDRIP
7. Alberta’s connection to an Architect

In a public event, I asked Christine Anderson, German UK Parliamentarian, if she
understood how the WEF/UN agenda came to Alberta and Canada. Christine replied, “The
politicians and parties are not important, because they are all puppets to those pulling the
strings.”

1. The WEF/UN Sustainable Development/Climate Change agenda comes to Canada.

1992, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, signs Canada onto this global climate change and
United Nations Sustainable Development agenda at the Convention on Climate Change at
Rio's Earth Summit.

“The government of Canada has today decided to eliminate $145 million dollars of Latin
American debt by exchanging that for Sustainable Development projects.”
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2010, Prime Minister Stephen Harper speaking at UN/WEF Davos Summit
https://youtu.be/HVqNkFGP0F0 (7:08 mark)

Stephen Harper was an original Reform Party leader, Preston Manning’s chief of staff and
founding leader of the Conservative Party of Canada. An economist who wrote his Master's
Degree thesis in attacking deficit spending and liberal economic policies.

Why the dramatic about-face turn? Stephen Harper stated out loud his true ideology in speeches
at the WEF, stating that Canada would give up its National Sovereignty to follow this
globalisation, and saying this on January 28, 2010 at the World Economic Forum Davos Summit.
(Video link below, 7:08 mark)

“If I may be indulged in a personal recollection, what I saw at the Washington Summit made an
enormous impression on me. Nations whose interests have often been at odds, nations with
different traditions of governance, rivals even former enemies, found themselves addressing
common problems with a common will.

In this globalized economy, they recognized that a flood engulfing one would soon swamp them
all. So even though twenty some leaders, all represented sovereign states, they agreed to
common, and synchronized actions to chart the same course toward calmer waters; Ideological
differences were set aside, old enmities were not raised…

I would say this if you had arrived from another planet; you could never have guessed which
nations had spent decades mired in hostility. Now you might call it the fellowship of the lifeboat,
but ladies and gentlemen in that brief parting of the veil, I saw world leadership at its best – a
glimpse of a hopeful future.

One where we act together for the good of all, the world we have been trying to build since 1945;
the world we want for our children and grandchildren. It shows it can be done if we act together.
And we call this, I call this, enlightened sovereignty.”

Climate change disproportionately threatens the peoples least capable of adapting to it.”

- Stephen Harper

Stephan Harper spoke openly of ending Canada’s National sovereignty.

2012, Stephen Harper speaking at UN/WEF Davos Summit
https://youtu.be/mIJrGGFWg4s?si=tYLxodatNYz88eel
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“Thank you Professor Schwab for that kind introduction, I also want to thank you particularly for
the invitation to speak here that you extended to me earlier this year. But more than that,
Professor, you have made the World Economic Forum an indispensable part of the global
conversation among leaders in politics, business, and civil society.” - Stephen Harper

At the WEF Davos summits, Stephen Harper sent Canadian Conservative “Ministers to lead
several sessions related to the WEF’s theme: The New Global Context.” A world in search of a
New Order.

John Baird, World Economic Forum Annual participant was one of those five Ministers. John
Baird recently served as CPC leader Pierre Poilievre’s campaign Chair.

Stephen Harper and all members of the Conservative government, including Pierre Poillievre,
and all CPC MPs, including former Wildrose leader, current UCP Alberta Government Minister
Brian Jean, brought to Canada a genocidal treasonous betrayal.

2007, Stephen Harper brought the World Health Organization’s “International Health
Regulations, binding on 196 countries, including Canada,” those who signed. Whereas
Canadian travelers and workers returning to Canada would face quarantine and vaccination.
Word for word what we just lived through and the reason why Canadian truckers took a stand.

The UCP Alberta government’s tyrannical Bill 10, the ‘Covid 19 Emergency Measures Act’,
became Bill 24, then became Bill 66, then became Alberta’s amended Public Health Act.
Whereas, Alberta’s highest Court ruled the covid orders did not breach the Canadian
Constitution, the breach came in who gave the orders; the court ruled orders should have come
from the Chief Medical Officer of Health.

“Justice Romaine ruled that even if the proper decision-making framework was in place,
Albertans' constitutional rights would not have been violated.”

Alberta’s highest court, “ruled the infringements that did occur were "amply and demonstrably
justified" under the Charter because of the nature of the unprecedented public health
emergency.”

Premier Danielle Smith has publicly referenced this ruling and the UCP government’s recent
proposed amendments to Alberta Health Services do not address this,

The WHOS’ amended International Health Treaty is coming into effect, (amended International
Health Regulations). Whereas, in the event of an emergency, pandemic, climate change or
other, the Chief Medical Officers of Health in each Province will hold absolute power over
Provincial governments, the Federal Chief Medical Officer of Health will hold power over the
Canadian government.

Put it another way; Chief Medical Officers of Health across Canada will answer directly to the
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World Health Organization, an unelected, unaccountable Global organization.

2009, Sustainability Act (UN Sustainable Development); This Act is to provide the legal
framework for developing and implementing a Federal Sustainable Development Strategy…to
advance sustainable development and respect Canada’s domestic and international obligations
relating to sustainable development.”

2015, Paris Climate Accord; “Office of the Auditor General of Canada In September 2015,
Canada joined 192 countries in committing to the United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development.”

2015, “Stephen Harper committed fossil-fuel rich Canada to end all production and use of
carbon-based energy.”

2. WEF/UN agenda comes to Alberta

2010; Alberta Land Stewardship Act;

FORTE (Financing Of Return To Employment) “works by retraining citizens to reach the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals as part of its ongoing partnership with the World
Economic Forum.”

“When it comes to the environment. It's like, how do we train people for the green jobs of the
future? How do we reskill oil and gas workers and people in unsustainable industries so that we
can prove that you can have a sustainable transition? This is the way to do that.”

- Nat Ware, WEF Global Shaper, CEO FORTE

FORTE’s purpose is to, “train citizens to transition away from unsustainable industries such as
coal mining, beef farming, logging and oil and gas.”

November 18, 2022; through Wellington Advocacy FORTE lobbies Alberta’s latest Premier
Danielle Smith.

July 16, 2023, FORTE continues to work with the UCP and Smith.
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https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/parl_cesd_202104_01_e_43805.html
https://nationalpost.com/news/world/harper-catches-a-break-when-g7-discussion-on-climate-change-reduced-to-half-an-hour-isil-discussed-instead
https://nationalpost.com/news/world/harper-catches-a-break-when-g7-discussion-on-climate-change-reduced-to-half-an-hour-isil-discussed-instead


Wellington Advocacy Inc has worked on FORTE’s behalf. Wellington staff are longtime
political operatives of Stephen Harper, Jason Kenney and Ontario Premier Doug Ford. WA
Board member Ray Novak is a twenty year Harper top political operative, as well as business
partner in Harper & Associates. An organization with connections to eighty political parties
around the world.

Public lobby records can be found here:
Alberta Lobby Registry website

FORTE, “Investing in the Reskilling Revolution with Nat Ware.” 18:00 minute mark
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6WzEgnPka6L2AUd7dixdOe

3. Alberta; WEF, Digital ID, Digital Currency, Central Digital Currency.

2014, the Alberta PC’s were actively working with the WEF; “The WEF meeting was
announced in a press release during Premier Redford's trip to the annual WEF summit…The
event would be a first for Alberta. The government and the WEF would work together to develop
a program on energy and climate change talks.”

2014, Wildrose leader Danielle Smith said, “The postponement of a prestigious World
Economic Forum session planned in Alberta for late April was “‘highly embarrassing”

“It seems pretty perplexing that the Premier would give us a black eye like this. It's pretty
unprofessional," said Smith.

“Hopefully it will happen but I think we should expect a little more professionalism and a little bit
more attention to details coming out of the Premier's office when it's something so important."
said Smith

https://www.wellingtonadvocacy.com/who-we-are
https://www.wellingtonadvocacy.com/who-we-are
https://www.wellingtonadvocacy.com/who-we-are
https://www.albertalobbyistregistry.ca/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6WzEgnPka6L2AUd7dixdOe
https://edmontonsun.com/2014/03/10/alberta-opposition-parties-react-to-world-economic-forum-flap
https://edmontonsun.com/2014/03/10/alberta-opposition-parties-react-to-world-economic-forum-flap
https://edmontonsun.com/2014/03/10/alberta-opposition-parties-react-to-world-economic-forum-flap
https://edmontonsun.com/2014/03/10/alberta-opposition-parties-react-to-world-economic-forum-flap


In 2022, the Alberta UCP partnered with Trudeau on Digital ID; “ATB Financial, is
collaborating with the Government of Canada to provide the technology platform to support its
National Digital Trust Service proof.”

“The World Economic Forum agrees that banks and financial institutions should lead the path
forward for digital ID's.” Banks are highly regulated and trusted. They have advanced cyber
security and privacy technology.”

“A Federated Digital ID ecosystem developed in collaboration with Canada's best and brightest
talent from our banks, telecommunication companies, law enforcement and government. It
would have the power and security to store every Canadian's electronic identity and attributes.”

“A Federated Digital ID approach can improve regulatory compliance.”

- Neil Parmenter, CEO Canadian Bankers Association

Neil Parmenter speaks to a National Digital ID.
https://youtu.be/Qyv38PiwPF0

2022, in her article, Danielle Smith states her position on global Central Bank Digital
Currency: “Is there Going to Be a Central Bank Digital Currency? Almost Certainly. My dears…I
acknowledge your fears, but I would ask you to soldier on.”

“TheWorld Economic Forum document on digital currencies released in November 2021
shows a central bank digital currency is where the central bankers of the world are moving and
it has already started in China. The Chinese already have 96 per cent of their transactions
taking place digitally. Citizens like it. Chinese citizens are now voluntarily switching to the digital
central bank.”

4. Taxpayer funded Climate Change fraud.

“Alberta's path to a carbon tax: This timeline of events shows how Alberta adopted a carbon tax
and how the policies in the Climate Leadership Plan were developed and rolled out.”

History, the WEF/UN climate change agenda comes to Alberta and Canada;
- 1992 Mulroney/Conservatives sign Canada on to climate change agenda
- 2014 Alberta PCs/Wildrose engageWEF in climate change and energy
- 2014 Redford/PCs, Smith/Wildrose, UCP bring the WEF’s climate change agenda
- 2015 Harper/Conservatives sign Canada to WEF climate change agenda
- PCs bring Carbon Capture taxpayer funded fraud to Alberta
- NDP continue Carbon Capture
- NDP shut down coal fired electricity
- NDP Oil Sands emissions cap
- NDP imposed Alberta carbon tax

https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/atb-ventures-is-working-with-the-government-of-canada-to-power-its-national-digital-trust-proof-of-concept-836768875.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/atb-ventures-is-working-with-the-government-of-canada-to-power-its-national-digital-trust-proof-of-concept-836768875.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/atb-ventures-is-working-with-the-government-of-canada-to-power-its-national-digital-trust-proof-of-concept-836768875.html
https://youtu.be/Qyv38PiwPF0
https://www.todayville.com/danielle-smith-is-there-going-to-be-a-central-bank-digital-currency-almost-certainly/
https://edmontonjournal.com/news/politics/alberta-carbon-tax-timeline


- Kenney/UCP break promise, removal of Oil Sands cap, “it’s not a pressing concern.”
- UCP bring Net Zero w/2050 goal
- UCP work with WEF organization FORTE
- UCP agree to 30% Alberta emission cut
- UCP Dec 2022, triple industry carbon tax
- UCP/Trudeau partner in carbon capture taxpayer funded fraud ($30 billion)
- UCP speak to lowering Oil Sands emissions cap

2023, “Alberta releasing new climate plan… the two political parties (UCP/NDP) are often not as
far apart as you might expect.”

Alberta’s Premier, Danielle Smith says, “I talked about how the science wasn't settled on climate
change, and I can tell you, I've come around full circle on that. I am now probably the first and
early adopter of thinking that we can hit a net zero target and we can get there faster than
anyone anywhere else.”

Pre-election Kenney committed to “scrap Notley’s 100-megatonne cap on oil sands emissions,
end renewable electricity subsidies and let coal power plants operate past 2030.”

Following the election, Kenney broke his commitment on his campaign promise;

“Scrapping oilsands emissions cap not a priority…The cap on oilsands emissions, however, is
not a pressing concern.”

Although the “UCP once pledged to eliminate the emissions cap the NDP government set for
the oil-sands sector. Ms Savage (UCP Minister of Environment) said this week that the cap
could actually be lowered.”

December 2022, the UCP Government declared “Alberta’s tax on industrial carbon dioxide
emissions will triple by 2030.”

In 2021, the UCP committed Alberta to, “significant emission reductions ‘in line’ with the
country’s climate obligations, including Canada’s Paris Agreement pledge to cut its emissions
by 30 per cent.”

Conservative Party of Canada leader Pierre Poilievre ran in favor of carbon taxes multiple
times in his career;

“These aren’t Liberal talking points, this is the Conservative record, direct from their platforms
and statements.”

“A cap-and-trade system that will allow firms to generate credits by reducing smog-causing
pollutants,” the platform stated on page 34.

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/alberta/article-alberta-releasing-new-climate-plan-based-on-the-idea-that-it-not/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/alberta/article-alberta-releasing-new-climate-plan-based-on-the-idea-that-it-not/
https://www.jwnenergy.com/article/2019/5/2/alberta-government-has-more-irons-fire-scrapping-o/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/alberta/article-two-visions-one-sector-what-ucp-ndp-platforms-mean-for-oil-sands/
https://financialpost.com/commodities/energy/alberta-carbon-tax-triple-federal-emissions-pricing-schedule
https://financialpost.com/commodities/energy/alberta-carbon-tax-triple-federal-emissions-pricing-schedule


“September (2022)…all the way back to Poilievre’s first election in 2004…in 2011, 2015 and
2019, the Conservative Party ran on capping emissions for large polluters through regulation, a
method of reducing emissions that puts a hidden cost on consumers by putting the cost on
business.

In 2021 it was a full-on consumer carbon tax. It was a horrible policy, but Poilievre ran on it.”

5. Carbon Capture, Billionaire Lobbyists of our Politicians and lifetime political
operatives.

70% of Carbon Capture projects are funded by the taxpayer. The UCP and the Trudeau
government partner on spending billions of taxpayer funds, with much of that speculated to go
to Alberta UCP Carbon Capture lobbyists - in direct subsidies and tax credits.

“To date, the province has invested or committed nearly $1.8 billion to support CCUS-related
projects and programs.” - from the Alberta Government “Alberta is asking Ottawa to commit to
$30-billion in spending or tax incentives over the next decade to spur the building of large-scale
industrial carbon capture projects.”

Who holds the Carbon Capture Patent?
Calgary company Carbon Engineering LP, with David Keith being the company’s founder. Keith
is a Board member, and an individual who’s been at the absolute global forefront of the climate
change fraudulent nonsense.

Carbon Capture patent US8119091B2

David Keith;
- UN/WEF major contributor
- Coauthor 2001 IPCC Third Assessment Report
- Lead author 2005 IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture.
- May 2005, Liberal Prime Minister Paul Martin appoints D. Keith to the Canadian government's
Sustainable Energy Science and Tech. Strategy.

“Carbon Engineering is funded by several government and sustainability-focused agencies as
well as by private investors, including Microsoft founder Bill Gates and Oil Sands financier
N. Murray Edwards.” The World Economic Forum is a supporter.

Danielle Smith has connections to another Alberta billionaire lobbyist in Michael Binnion,
Alberta energy tycoon, close friends of Stephen Harper and Jason Kenney.

Joe Oliver, former Federal CPC Member of Parliament and another Minister Harper sent to the
annual WEF summits. Mr Joe Oliver also serves on the Board of Directors of a business interest
of Michael Binnion.

https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/lilley-poilievre-ran-in-favour-carbon-taxes-multiple-times-in-his-career
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/lilley-poilievre-ran-in-favour-carbon-taxes-multiple-times-in-his-career
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/lilley-poilievre-ran-in-favour-carbon-taxes-multiple-times-in-his-career
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/lilley-poilievre-ran-in-favour-carbon-taxes-multiple-times-in-his-career
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/lilley-poilievre-ran-in-favour-carbon-taxes-multiple-times-in-his-career
https://www.alberta.ca/carbon-capture-utilization-and-storage-leadership.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/carbon-capture-utilization-and-storage-leadership.aspx
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/article-alberta-seeks-billions-in-federal-funding-for-carbon-capture-projects/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/article-alberta-seeks-billions-in-federal-funding-for-carbon-capture-projects/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/article-alberta-seeks-billions-in-federal-funding-for-carbon-capture-projects/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US8119091B2/en
https://financialpost.com/commodities/energy/billionaire-backed-carbon-engineering-to-build-first-negative-emissions-facility
https://financialpost.com/commodities/energy/billionaire-backed-carbon-engineering-to-build-first-negative-emissions-facility
https://financialpost.com/commodities/energy/billionaire-backed-carbon-engineering-to-build-first-negative-emissions-facility
https://www.westernstandard.news/alberta/calgary-based-o-g-ceo-michael-binnion-honoured-at-taxfighter-awards/article_df626592-f343-11ec-86b1-039e16d93aa4.html
https://haes.ca/7083-2/


Alberta political connections: As a co-founder, former President and benefactor of the
Alberta Prosperity Project, one of the co-founding partners, Dennis Modry, requested that I
meet with David Parker, founder and Director of an organization called Take Back Alberta.

David Parker was recruited by the Conservative Party of Canada and has worked for Harper
since the age of 23. Parker worked for former CPC Minister Ed Fast, another Minister Harper
was sending to WEF Davos, leading committees for the WEF.

David Parker, is a former Canadian Board of Director of Ditchley Foundation, a global
networking organization that openly endorses the WEF/UN SDG Agenda 2021.

Serving on the Ditchley Foundation Board are a Trilateral Commission member, several Board
members with federal government, globalist governance, national/global banking and green
energy portfolios. With the Chief of Staff being WEF Global Shaper, Emerson Csorba, writer for
the Telegraph, Globe and Mail and World Economic Forum Agenda.

Unfortunately, Alberta Oil Industry CEOs sit on the Board also, participating in enacting the
agenda. They are beholden to the world's most powerful bankers. In my meeting with David
Parker on March 22, 2022, regarding the Premier of Alberta, David Parker was asked, “Who is
he responding to? Who does he listen to?” While Mr. Parker mentioned Murray Edwards and
Michael Binnion

Michael Binnion is close friends with Stephan Harper. Murray Edwards is also very close and
connected politically. Danielle Smith, Dennis Modry and Michael Binnion were holding meetings
together in early 2022. Murray Edwards also founded the Alberta Enterprise Group. AEG is a
deeply politically connected Alberta lobby organization, withWelington Advocacy also being a
direct member.

Danielle Smith was named President of Alberta Enterprise Group in 2021. It was here
where Smith began advocating for Net Zero, carbon pricing, carbon capture, etc.

In his UCP own leadership campaign launch in Olds Alberta, now UCP Minister of Forestry
Todd Loewen stated, “It doesn't matter who wins the UCP leadership race, Jason Kenney and
Stephen Harper will continue pulling the strings.”

Stephen Harper continues to hold tremendous power and influence over Alberta and Canada.
Once you understand the betrayal you should also understand that doe not bold well for Alberta
and Canada.

6. UNDRIP

2010, Alberta Progressive Conservative government brought into law the Land Stewardship
Act

https://www.ditchley.com/mr-david-parker
https://www.ditchley.com/people/canadian-ditchley/board
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/emerson-csorba
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/emerson-csorba
https://albertaenterprisegroup.com/2021/04/23/press-release-aeg-appoints-danielle-smith-president/


UCP implements action on UNDRIP. “Action on UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples The Alberta government is committed to renewing its relationship with Indigenous
peoples based on trust and respectful engagement.”

UNDRIP is the land grab component of the UN agenda. A divide and conquer tactic, pitting
Canada’s Native Indians against all other Canadians, with mechanisms to remove the sovereign
rights and freedoms of all Canadians.

Danielle Smith has twice referenced utilizing UNDRIP. Once in an interview with Dr Jordan
Peterson and another in rebuttal to the Chief’s challenge to Smith/UCP’s Sovereignty Act.

A side note on Jordan Petersen, and all those who say they oppose the WEF. Ask them to also
denounce UN Sustainable Development Goals also. Petersen admitted he was one of forty
Canadians who participated in the development of the UN's Sustainable Development Goals.

8. An Alberta connection to an orchestrator of the global agenda.

My Peace River MLA was a six staffer under CPC MP Jason Kenney in Ottawa. Upon winning
the UCP leadership, that MLA told me that Jamie “paused his very lucrative, private sector
career to come back to Alberta to help.”

Former Chief of Staff to Jason Kenney, Jamie Huckabay, from 2010 to 2015, was the Vice
President at the Gerson Lehrman Group, a global lobby organization/think tank based out of
New York city. During his time as VP, Huckabay worked with the following individuals on the
Board of Directors of GLG:

- Joseph Stiglitz, Former Senior advisor to President Bill Clinton, co-chair of the High-Level
Commission on Carbon Prices, WEF since 1995. Involved in IPCC, as well former Chief
economist at theWorld Bank. An architect of the global agenda.
- Barack Obama’s campaign manager
- Hillary Clinton’s campaign manager
- Democratic National Committee Chairman

Joseph Stiglitz, “Wanted: A Global Green New Deal; We will have to change many aspects of
how we live, how we organize our economies, our cities, and our transportation, energy,
housing, and food systems.” “Stiglitz argues that we need to move away from fossil fuels to
renewable energies.”

Liberals, Conservative, NDP, Bloc, UCP, PC parties have all betrayed the people of
Canada and Alberta.

The following testimony from Vincent Gircys, 32 year member, Ontario Provincial Police at the
Canadian National Citizens Enquiry;

https://www.alberta.ca/united-nations-declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/united-nations-declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/united-nations-declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples.aspx
https://lethbridgenewsnow.com/2019/04/22/lethbridge-citizens-named-to-premier-designate-jason-kenneys-senior-staff/
https://lethbridgenewsnow.com/2019/04/22/lethbridge-citizens-named-to-premier-designate-jason-kenneys-senior-staff/
https://www.project-syndicate.org/onpoint/no-alternative-to-carbon-neutrality-green-new-deal-by-joseph-e-stiglitz-2019-10
https://www.project-syndicate.org/onpoint/no-alternative-to-carbon-neutrality-green-new-deal-by-joseph-e-stiglitz-2019-10
https://www.project-syndicate.org/onpoint/no-alternative-to-carbon-neutrality-green-new-deal-by-joseph-e-stiglitz-2019-10


“The World Economic Forum Canadian leadership members is of concern. Klaus Schwab, the
head of the World Economic Forum, had made a comment that we have penetrated over half of
the cabinet.

The comment had come up once in Parliament, asking the question relative to this connection.
Immediately…an excuse to some microphone related problem. That question has never since
come up…by any party in Canada.

“It appears that there are members possibly in other political parties as well, relative to the
World Economic Forum”

Organized crime now is very sophisticated and generally those people that are very, very
wealthy with incredible power and access are positioned very well to be very effective
criminally.”

“Is there any evidence to suspect reasonable suspicion of the need to investigate? Potential
criminal conspiracy? Yes, we believe that there is, absolutely.”

Vincent Gircys, retired OPP;
- Forensic Investigations and Forensic Reconstruction
- Emergency Response team for the OPP
- number of commendations throughout 32 year career
- retired w/Police Exemplary Service medal

Mr Gircys’ testimony Canadian National Citizens Enquiry (Clip)
https://share.icloud.com/photos/01dQxLHMjlz6kfjbNPPQ8kf0A

Mr Gircys’ Canadian National Citizens Enquiry (Full testimony)
https://www.facebook.com/NationalCitizensInquiry/videos/935094767540112/?vh=e&extid=MSG
-UNK-UNK-UNK-COM_GK0T-GK1C&from_xma_click=xma_web_url&xma_click_id=C60F5F88-
946A-4B4A-92E6-D3542C6DD8BD

That’s the summary of how a global totalitarian agenda came to Canada. All Western
Democracies have been infiltrated and are experiencing a new war.

******

I’m a proud Metis, and although I didn’t grow up on an Indian reserve, I grew up very poor.
Through God's gift, through the bounty of Alberta’s oil industry, like so many others, my family
was fortunate to have opportunity and hope. We worked very hard, and with that, were lifted up,
finding freedom and independence of spirit.

My Grandmother was Metis, of Cree ancestry and my Grandfather of Anishinaabe, Ojibwa. Our
fourth Great Grandfather was Chief Black Powder and third Great Uncle Chief Big Bear. These

https://share.icloud.com/photos/01dQxLHMjlz6kfjbNPPQ8kf0A
https://www.facebook.com/NationalCitizensInquiry/videos/935094767540112/?vh=e&extid=MSG-UNK-UNK-UNK-COM_GK0T-GK1C&from_xma_click=xma_web_url&xma_click_id=C60F5F88-946A-4B4A-92E6-D3542C6DD8BD
https://www.facebook.com/NationalCitizensInquiry/videos/935094767540112/?vh=e&extid=MSG-UNK-UNK-UNK-COM_GK0T-GK1C&from_xma_click=xma_web_url&xma_click_id=C60F5F88-946A-4B4A-92E6-D3542C6DD8BD
https://www.facebook.com/NationalCitizensInquiry/videos/935094767540112/?vh=e&extid=MSG-UNK-UNK-UNK-COM_GK0T-GK1C&from_xma_click=xma_web_url&xma_click_id=C60F5F88-946A-4B4A-92E6-D3542C6DD8BD


are two historical Native Indian leaders, known to be unifiers of tribes, and also the last holdouts
of the signing of Treaty 6. They were reluctant to lose their independent way of life, their
freedom.

In 2014, after selling my Alberta oil and gas service company, I became very involved behind
the scenes in politics at the end of the Alberta PC party era, as Jason Kenney was making his
way to Alberta. I supported Kenney and the man who would become our Peace Region MLA, a
politician who was parachuted in and who had worked for Kenney as a staffer for six years when
Kenney was a CPC Government Minister.

I walked away on May 14, 2020, in absolute disgust for the Alberta UCP government’ fascist
governance tactics over the people of Alberta. No matter what your position was on covid I hope
at the very least we can all agree that is an abomination of “conservative” governance?

My last attempt to bring reason and common sense, to inspire politicians to lead from a place of
morality and courage took place on November 10, 2021, regarding Covid Vaccine Genocide I’d
organized a meeting, connecting ten Alberta UCP MLAs with International medical scientists,
epidemiologists, pathologists, cardiologists:

- Dr Peter McCullough, published over 1000 times in the top International Medical Journals,
advisor to Senator Ron Johnson, testifying recently before the US Senate and UK Parliament.
- Dr Paul Alexander, internationally renowned epidemiologist, internationally renowned medical
research scientist, former advisor to the Whitehouse and President Trump upon Anthony Fauci’s
removal
- Dr Robert Malone, one of the many co-inventors of mRNA technology.
- Dr Roger Hodkinson, Alberta’s own medical expert, pathologist and expert in inspections of
International labs

Those Alberta MLAs were Shane Getson, Todd Loewen, Nathan Cooper, Peter Guthrie, Jason
Stephan, Angela Pitt, Drew Barnes, Grant Hunter, RJ Sigurdson and Dave Hanson. Half of
those individuals are now Alberta UCP Government Ministers. Shane Getson is now the
“Government Whip.”
Those politicians failed to defend the lives of Albertans, of Alberta’s children, of individuals like
Sheila Annette Lewis, against the vile abomination of forced vaccination with a vaccine they
knew to be potentially harmful, crippling and deadly.

One month prior to that meeting, MLA Getson kept as a secret from those medical experts and
from the people of Alberta, that the month before that meeting he himself had a life threatening
reaction to the covid vaccine. Getson played that as a political sympathy card during the Ottawa
and Coutts Freedom Convoys.

Two months following that meeting my former friends lost my trust and faith forever. Todd
Loewen said to me that the reason they would not bring forward the scientific evidence, to give
these medical experts an opportunity to sound the alarm to the people of Alberta, was that they
did not want to look like extremists.



Samantha Steinke stated via text, “It’s not me you’re trying to convince, and it’s not Todd
(Loewen). I don’t believe the majority of people are to the point where they think we shouldn’t
have the vaccine. The truth will come out and unfortunately yes, there will probably be people
who get hurt. One guy isn't going to change it.” Samantha Stienke is a UCP Provincial Board
Director.

Remember, we were, those experts were, trying to shut down the vaccine program before
children were to be covid vaccinated. Alberta politicians admittedly knew covid vaccines were
going to hurt, maim and kill more people, including children, and they did, and continue to do,
nothing. Shameful.

Evidence of that meeting seen below.

In my perspective? This is a treasonous genocidal betrayal of Albertans and Canadians.

******

Canadians first became subjects of the globalists, the Crown, when Canada’s Native Indian
peoples were imprisoned on their own land, my ancestors. One hundred and fifty years ago, in
negotiations with the government of their day there are two historical quotes of my ancestors
which resonate passionately in me today. The first being, “Come to us as men. Do not come to
us with trinkets” and the second, “I will not live with a noose around my neck”

Sadly, the outcome of that time, of those negotiations, of those treaties, were Indian
Reservations, Residential Schools and a broken and betrayed people. Once proud and nomadic
people, my ancestors were imprisoned on small plots of land, their freedom stolen, and their
independent spirit broken.

Canada’s Native Indians have lived with a noose around their necks ever since, without
opportunity, without hope, their spirit broken, by the dark hearts of man who covet money, power
and control over humanity. I see that history repeating, today in Canada and Alberta.

Long ago, Canada’s Native Indian people were enslaved, now held as prisoners within a
dysfunctional system. Without hope, with the majority of their elected leaders acting no different
than ours, looking after their own self serving interests and neglecting their people.

The abusiveness and betrayal of the political system, justice system, public health,
state controlled media, state controlled RCMP and Municipal police is a beast.

Have hope. The Great Awakening is at hand. The New World Order, an agenda to hold absolute
power over mankind has been exposed. Even though the road will be long, hard and painful,
never give up having hope. The rise and fall of humanity is nothing new. Together we will defeat
evil.



Have faith in God and in one another in that.

Our independence and our freedom is granted to us by God, we will restore it. We will ensure
that our children, our grandchildren and future generations to come are no longer enslaved, that
the genocide, abuse and injustice comes to an end. That God's law is followed above all else.

Mankind itself, all faiths, all ethnicities, believers and nonbelievers standing together. That is the
only solution to this ending tyranny. We’re God’s children, we’re His hands, we’re His heart, His
light in the darkness. Through God’s grace and guidance, only we can free ourselves from an
evil that has plagued this Earth for far too long.

God bless those who defend truth, freedom and justice!

Bob Blayone
Alberta, Canada
1-780-618-7337
bobblayone@gmail.com
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